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Abstract 

With natural and aerial images, besides the absence of exact damage, images are of a relatively poor quality and then 

analysis in general is complex due to data composition, described in terms of speckle formation. Due to discolor creation and 

reduction objects, it is complicated to correctly divide the ultrasound image to identify concerned objects with the exact 

location and shape. There are a huge number of diverse approaches are used on segmenting an images freshly engaged. Seeded 

region growing method is mostly applied for image segmentation based on region. But this method fails to process since the 

region at the edge of the image is not processed well. To overcome this issue, the previous work presented Multitude Regional 

Texture Extraction for Image Segmentation of Aerial and Natural Images. Based on multitude region, extraction of texture is to 
be done for image segmentation. In this work, we plan to present a hybrid methodology for classification of segmented images 

in an efficient manner. A hybrid unsupervised/supervised classification methodology is applied to aerial and natural images and 

described briefly. The hybrid method varies from the conservative classification intellect to that the clustering algorithm is 

useful to a set of regions that are acquired from the segmented image. The geometric parameters of these regions are utilized to 

categorize based on the results attained. After the prior step, some regions are chosen to be training data sets on a supervised 

categorization step. An evaluation is done among the pixel per pixel classification and the region classification. The 

experimental evaluation is conducted with training samples of natural and aerial images to show the performance of the 

proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology and compare the results with an existing 

seeded region growing model and Multitude Regional Texture Extraction for Image Segmentation. 
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1. Introduction 
Image Processing is a method to improve unrefined images established from cameras/sensors located on satellites, 

space surveys and aircrafts or pictures obtained in standard day-today existence for different applications.  Several techniques 

have been urbanized in Image Processing through the last decades. Most of the techniques are urbanized for improving images 

attained from unmanned spacecrafts, space probes and armed inspection flights.  Image Processing systems are fetching 

fashionable owing to simple accessibility of influential workers computers, vast extent reminiscence devices, graphics software 
etc. The widespread steps in image processing are storing, image scanning, enhancing and explanation. 

 Image segmentation is a basic so far still demanding setback in computer revelation and image processing. In 

scrupulous, it is necessary procedures for several applications for instance object detection, target trailing, content-based image 

recovery and medical image dealing out, etc. Generally, the objective of image segmentation is to separate an image into a 

definite quantity of pieces which have logical features (color, texture, etc.) and in the temporarily to cluster the significant 

pieces mutually for the expediency of perceiving. In several sensible applications, as a huge number of images are desired to be 

gripped, human communications concerned in the segmentation procedure should be as less as probable. This creates habitual 

image segmentation techniques more tempting. Furthermore, the achievement of several high-level segmentation approaches 

also strains complicated habitual segmentation techniques.   

 Large image collections are available nowadays in various areas such as digital broadcasting, digital library, 

entertainment, education, and multimedia communication. With this huge quantity of image, more competent storage space, 

indexing and repossession of image information are stoutly essential. Every image in database can be measured as mosaics of 
textured regions, and features of every textured region are able to be utilized to catalog the entire database for recovery point. 

To execute such texture-based image recovery, the initial charge is to fragment textured regions from subjective images. 

Texture segmentation might be pixel-wise or block-wise. Pixel-wise segmentation systems estimate the texture features in a 

neighborhood adjoining every pixel in the image. The benefits of pixel-wise segmentation over block-wise segmentation 

deceits in the elimination of blocky ness at section boundaries. Nevertheless, the calculation load is heavier. As image 

repossession system does not entail precise frontier of the segmented regions, block-wised segmentation is frequently selected 

as it is much earlier. 
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 In this work, we plan to present a hybrid methodology for classification of segmented images in an efficient manner. A 

hybrid unsupervised/supervised classification methodology is applied to aerial and natural images and described briefly. The 
hybrid method varies from the conservative classification intellect to that the clustering algorithm is useful to a set of regions 

that are acquired from the segmented image. The geometric parameters of these regions are utilized to categorize based on the 

results attained. After the prior step, some regions are chosen to be training data sets on a supervised categorization step. An 

evaluation is done among the pixel per pixel classification and the region classification.  

 

2. Literature Review 
 With the quick expansion of Intemet and multimedia knowledge, more and more digital media [1] counting images, 

texts, and video are broadcasted over the Intemet. Large image collections are available nowadays in various areas such as 

digital broadcasting, digital library, entertainment, education, and multimedia communication. With this vast amount of image, 
more efficient storage, indexing and retrieval of visual information are strongly required for image segmentation [2].  

In image segmentation we have a simple method called thresholding. The method is based on a clip-level (or a 

threshold value) to turn a gray-scale image into a binary image.The key of this method is to select the threshold value (or values 

when multiple-levels are selected). The feature point detection [3] is traditionally carried out using normal search profiles, 

which are not guaranteed to cover the features of interest on the boundary, as these types of search regions lack tangential 

coverage. The method incorporates global geometric constraints during feature point [4] search by using inter landmark 

conditional probabilities. The A* graph search algorithm is adapted to identify in the image the optimal set of valid feature 

points. 

The Region – based texture extraction method [5] usually done by partitioning the image into connected regions by 

grouping neighboring pixels of similar intensity levels. Then adjacent regions are merged. Over stringent criteria create 

fragmentation; lenient ones overlook blurred boundaries and over merge. Hybrid techniques using a mix of the methods above 

are also popular. A texture segmentation method of the image in the wavelet transform domain is used in order to identify the 
coefficients of the textured regions in which the chaotic watermark is embedded. The watermark [6] is detected by computing 

the correlation between the watermarked coefficients and the watermarked signal. Various techniques have been proposed to 

find the clustered parts of the given image, e.g., agglomerative clustering [7], image matching [8]. But both these sample 

methods are failed to process since it consumes more time to accumulate.  

 In order to decrease the inter-intra observer variability and save the human effort on labeling and classifying 

these images, a lot of research efforts have been devoted to the development of algorithms for biomedical images. Among such 

efforts, histology image classification is one of the most important areas due to its broad applications in pathological diagnosis 

such as cancer diagnosis. The paper [9] proposes a framework based on the novel and robust Collateral Representative 

Subspace Projection Modeling (CRSPM) supervised classification model for general histology image classification. Therefore, 

quite a lot of software and applications have been developed for  

Different tasks like cell detection [10], bio-image segmentation [11] and cell phenotype classification [12]. In this work, we 
plan to present a hybrid methodology to improve classification for segmented images.  

 

3. Proposed Classification Of Segmented Images For Analysis Using Hybrid Methodology 
 The proposed work is effectively designed for the classification of segmented image using hybrid 

methodology. The proposed work has the purpose of showing a hybrid methodology of aerial and natural images classification. 

The proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology is processed under three different 

phases. The first phase is to fragment the image into spectral homogenous regions. The second phase is clustering process 

which is applied over the segmented image for further classification. The next step is a selection of regions that will be used as 

training areas on the supervised classification step. The final step is, using the training areas, pertain a supervised algorithm and 
categorize the image. The architecture diagram of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid 

methodology is shown in fig 3.1. 
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Fig 3.1 Architecture diagram of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology 
Conventionally, classification approaches have been splitted into two categories: supervised and non-supervised, 

according to the proceedings used to obtain the training areas. Classification techniques are not utilized with the similar 

intensity because of diverse reasons, for instance: processing capability and storage space of enormous volume of data, the 

requirement to instruct teams and the largely performance of these techniques. The proposed hybrid method involved 5(five) 

diverse steps and shown in fig 3.2: pre-processing (index and disparity), processing (segmentation and classification), and 

confirmation of the exactness of the mapping, examination of the outcomes and expansion of the ultimate document.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 

3.2 

Steps included in hybrid methodology 

The segmentation technique proposed is entity delimitation using region-growing method. Primarily, the algorithm 

tags each pixel as a different region. Pixels with connection values lesser than a threshold are combined. Presently the image is 

divided into sub- regions; they will shortly be combined using a different threshold specified by the user. The procedural 

proceedings of classification were supported on two different processes that harmonize each other. The first process proceeds 

non-supervised classification, attempts to cluster pixels inside the identical spectral variance. The second process, supervised 

classification, was prohibited by the collection of regions that symbolize every class. It was an example collection process.  
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3.1 Image segmentation 

To segment an image, the system divides the image into blocks by 4 * 4 pixels and removes a feature vector for every 
block. The k-means algorithm is utilized to collect the feature vectors into numerous classes with each class equivalent to one 

region in the segmented image. An unusual to the block-wise segmentation is a pixel-wise segmentation by structuring a 

window centered on each pixel. A feature vector for a pixel is then removed from the windowed block. The benefit of pixel-

wise segmentation above block-wise segmentation is the exclusion of blocky ness at boundaries among regions. As we utilize 

quite small block size and boundary blocky ness has small consequence on repossession, we decide block-wise segmentation 

with the exercise of 12 times faster segmentation. 

  

2.2 Image Classification 

The procedural proceedings of classification are supported on two different processes that harmonize each other. First, 

a non-supervised classification is employed; it attempts to collect regions utilizing as measures the spectral variance. The 

second procedure, supervised classification, is restricted by collection of training fields that symbolize each class. The non-

supervised process is employed to choose spectral harmonized areas that will be employed, on a next step, as training fields 
through the supervised classification. 

2.2.1 Non-supervised classification.  

This process will assist the collection of training fields in the image. Every pixel will be a homogeneous spectral 

section. The region-growing algorithm will gather pixels that have similar uniqueness. Only one hypothesis is connected with 

the data, they have to follow standard distribution. The equation that characterizes the surveillance delivery of every pixel is 

equation 1 [13]: 
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Where |C| signifies the determinant of the covariance matrix and μ is the mean vector. 

Like this, it’s probable to classify a Mahalanobis distance among two points x and y (equation 2): 
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Supposing that diverse observations are self-sufficient from one another, then the value of the equation 2 is a lavatory 
changeable with X2 (Chi-squared) distribution. The algorithm consists of three steps. On the first step a region list is controlled 

in a decrescendo mode by its area. It’s probable that regions with large areas are diplomat of a class. The threshold, specified in 

percentage, describes a greatest Mahalanobis distance that sections could be far-flung from the class center. In a different mode, 

we could state that this threshold describe a hiperelypsoid in the attributes hole that each region, whose way are within it, are 

measured to fit in to a confident class.  

The second step is primary classes’ recognition. The scheduled is to obtain the information parameters of the primary 

region of the catalog as primary parameters of the class. On an iterative process, eliminate from the list each region whose 

Mahalanobis distance is lesser than a threshold. Novel statistics parameters of the class are planned. This procedure is repetitive 

in anticipation of promising to eliminate regions from the list. The next class is renowned as the similar way and the procedure 

goes on waiting the list is unfilled. In the preceding step, it could ensue that a region could be misclassified. In the third pace, 

the regions are divided again employing the novel centers definite on the earlier step, to right any deformation. 

 

2.2.2 Supervised Classification.  

The first thing in supervised classification to do is training field’s selection, and then the Bhattacharya algorithm is 

employed. The Bhattacharya classificator is a supervised method employed to categorize segmented images, i.e., the object to 

be categorized is not essentially a pixel but a section in the image. The procedures of this classification are the equivalent as the 

pixel categorization. The Bhattacharya distance is conventionally employed as a separability appraise among classes to choose 

image attributes. This distance is computed using the equation 3 [13]: 
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Where, Ca and Cb is the covariance matrix of classes A and B; MH is the Mahalanobis distance defined for two distinct classes 

using the equation 4: 
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Where, μ is the means of each class. 

Using the above steps, the classification of segmented image is done effectively using the hybrid methodology. The 

experimental evaluation of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology is described 

in next section. 

 

4. Experimental Evaluation 
The experimentation conducted on Natural images to evaluate the performance of proposed local phase and threshold 

texture extraction for future Natural segmentation. Implementation of the proposed algorithm is done in MATLAB. In addition 

to noise removal, the proposed model also present qualitative results for the texture extraction of the natural image edges. The 

localization accuracy of natural surface detection technique and assessing the accuracy of measuring relative inner layers of 

separation is a clinically relevant task for which the system uses 2D imaging.  

The datasets used here are segmented homogeneous region, number of images and number of pixels in segmented 

region. The experimentation presented here gives a specify homogeneity criteria and produce the homogeneous region, and 

merging the neighboring regions, which have similar intensity values. 

During the segmentation step, much estimation was completed: degree of resemblance of 15, 20, 30 and 35, and 
minimum area of 30 and 40 pixels. The disintegration level measured sufficient to the lessons was, degree of resemblance 35 

and minimum area of 40 pixels. After description of these thresholds, a segmented image was formed to ensure if the 

disintegration level was sufficient or not to the balance used and the authenticity. 

On the image categorization step, two different processes were employed, as declared former. On the primary process, 

non-supervised classification, the algorithm has as measure the Mahalanobis distance that is the similar as lowest amount 

distance, except for the covariance matrix. From the segmented image of the previous step, it attempts to discover regions that 

are analogous. Using cluster algorithm 24 different regions or program whose pixels illustrated analogous spectral 

distinctiveness was established. The subsequent process, supervised classification, utilized some samples of the outcome 

acquired in the previous classification process as training fields. The measures used were the Bhattacharya distance.  

The results obtained by the use of this methodology were compared with the an existing seeded region growing model (SRGM) 

and Multitude Regional Texture Extraction for Image Segmentation (MRTE). The percentage of concordance of accurate 

classified image parts among the proposed hybrid methodology and pixel-per-pixel categorization was 70%. This strengthens 
the authority of the proposed hybrid methodology. 

 

5. Results And Discussion 
In this work, we have seen how hybrid methodology efficiently classified the segmented image by following the steps 

described briefly under section 3. An experimental evaluation is carried over with the set of natural and aerial images to 

estimate the performance of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology and 
analyzed the outcomes. The performance of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid 

methodology is measured in terms of  

i) Similarity threshold 

ii) Selection of training fields 

iii) Computation time 

  The below table and graph describes the effects of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid 

methodology and compared the results with an existing seeded region growing model (SRGM) and Multitude Regional Texture 

Extraction for Image Segmentation (MRTE). 
 

No. of regions Similarity threshold 

Proposed Hybrid approach MRTE Existing SRGM 

5 0.20 0.15 0.9 

10 0.32 0.19 0.11 

15 0.43 0.29 0.16 

20 0.50 0.24 0.21 

25 0.56 0.36 0.25 

Table 5.1 No. of regions vs. Similarity threshold 
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The above table (table 5.1) describes the similarity threshold based on the number of regions identified in the given image. The 

similarity threshold outcome of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology and 
compared the results with an existing seeded region growing model (SRGM) and Multitude Regional Texture Extraction for 

Image Segmentation (MRTE). 
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Fig 5.1 No. of regions vs. Similarity threshold 

 

Fig 5.1 describes the similarity threshold of the regions for further classification process based on the number of 

regions obtained through seeded region growing method. Obligation of lesser similarity will generate a huge number of 

fragments in the unique image. In the further way about, high similarity threshold and small minimum areas, create 

heterogeneous fragments. In the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology, the 

similarity threshold is some more high since it used k means clustering for image segmentation. Similarity threshold is 

measured in terms of either percentage or with some points. Compared to an existing SRGM and MRTE, the proposed hybrid 

methodology provides better similarity threshold and the variance is 20-40% high in it.  
 

Clustered image parts Selection of training fields (%) 

Proposed Hybrid approach MRTE Existing SRGM 

2 24 15 10 

4 34 24 20 

6 59 20 15 

8 45 30 30 

10 62 28 25 

Table 5.2 Clustered image parts vs. Selection of training fields 

 

The above table (table 5.2) describes the training fields’ selection based on the clustered parts of the given image. The 

selection of training field of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology and 

compared the results with an existing seeded region growing model (SRGM) and Multitude Regional Texture Extraction for 

Image Segmentation (MRTE). 
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Fig 5.2 Clustered image parts vs. Selection of training fields 
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Fig 5.2 describes the training fields’ selection based on the clustered parts of the given image. The proposed hybrid 

methodology based on two distinct processes that complement each other. At first, a non-supervised classification is employed; 
it attempts to collect regions using as measure the spectral variance. The second process, supervised classification, is proscribed 

by collection of training fields that symbolize every class. A supervised method utilized to categorize segmented images, that is, 

the object to be divided is not essentially a pixel but a region in the image. MRTE segmented the image alone based on the 

shape and size of the growing regions. But the final segmentation results exhibit inaccurate homogeneous regions without 

implementing texture-based analysis. Compared to an existing SRGM and MRTE, the proposed hybrid methodology provides 

better training field selection and the variance is 30-40% high in it.  

 

Image size 

(pixels) 

Computation time (secs) 

Proposed Hybrid approach MRTE Existing SRGM 

50 7.8 10.8 14.2 

100 11.2 14.2 20.5 

150 15.4 18.4 24.3 

200 20.6 24.1 30.2 

250 22.8 26.7 32 

Table 5.3 Image size vs. Computation time 

The above table (table 5.3) describes the computation time based on the size of the image measured in pixels. The 

computation time of the proposed classification of segmented images for analysis using hybrid methodology is compared with 

the results to an existing seeded region growing model (SRGM) and Multitude Regional Texture Extraction for Image 

Segmentation (MRTE). 
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Fig 5.3 Image size vs. Computation time 

Fig 5.3 describes the computation time based on the size of the image measured in pixels. Since the proposed hybrid 
approach performed the classification in a step by step process, the time consumes for classification is less compared to an 

existing seeded region growing model (SRGM) and Multitude Regional Texture Extraction for Image Segmentation (MRTE). 

SRGM technique will consume high computation time since it segment the image based on the region and it failed to process 

the region on the edge of the image. The proposed hybrid approach provides a better classification outcome by consuming less 

time. 

Finally it is being observed that the proposed hybrid approach is efficiently performed the analysis and classification 

of the segmented images by following the set of procedure described. A hybrid unsupervised/supervised classification 

methodology is applied to aerial and natural images and processed in a reliable manner. But the final classification results 

exhibit accurate homogeneous regions without implementing texture-based analysis.  

 

6. Conclusion 
In this work, a hybrid methodology of segmentation and classification of natural and aerial images were presented. 

First the image is segmented and afterward, using non-supervised and supervised classification techniques, the image is 

classified. A further purpose of the proposed hybrid methodology work was a comparative examination among the pixel-per-

pixel and the region classification. The proposed hybrid method consumes less effort by the user to attain the exact 

classification on homogeneous spectral regions. That’s as there isn’t essential a huge number of samples, saving computation 

time. The areas acquired with the segmentation method using region-growing algorithm, illustrated enhanced results than the 

pixel classification. Concluding that, we can judge the universal results illustrated by utilizing region classification were 

acceptable. The methodology provides good prospective to be employed in equally activities and an experimental evaluation 

showed that the proposed hybrid methodology provides a better classification results on segmented image.  
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